
Le Monde Prosecco Spumante NV

 

Region
The Prosecco DOC covers the north-east of Italy and entire regions of Veneto
and Friuli with warm and moderately continental climate. The grapes are mostly
grown on the flat plain though the DOCG covers the hillier area allowing grapes
to have a slower ripening period creating wines of higher acidity and more
intense fruit. Glera is the Prosecco grape but the style can range from Brut
Nature to Demi-Sec and Frizzante to Spumante.

Producer
Le Monde is a historical winery founded in 1970 in the sleepy village of the same
name. With its 45 hectares of vineyards, it represents one of the reference
producers in the territory known as Grave del Friuli. It was taken over in 2008 by
the Maccan family, and the winery was subsequently entrusted to the
management of the young and enthusiastic Alex, who restored the 18th century
historical villa and designed the image of the new vinification cellar and winery.
Today Le Monde can be considered a new generation winery not only from a
technological point of view but also with regards to its innovative way of
interpreting wine, where tradition finds the right combination with modernity and
design elegance. The wines are highly rated, achieving the top rating in the
Italian wine bible ‘Gambero Rosso’.Vignetti Le Monde is considered a `cru`
since, unlike the other areas falling under the registered DO, it is characterised
by calcerous clay soils which adds to the richness and longevity of the wine.

Tasting Notes
Prosecco is the fashionable dry sparkling wine produced from Glera (formerly
known as Prosecco) grapes grown in the Friuli region. It is a pale and delicate
wine with fine mousse and persistent fine bubbles. The bouquet is very fresh
and fruity. On the palate, the lively mousse is balanced by tropical fruit flavours
and hints of flowers and green apple leading to a light and fresh finish.

Food
Perfect as an aperitif or serve with hors d`ouvres and light risotto`s.
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Technical Information

 

Country  Italy

Region  Italy - Prosecco

Grape(s)  Glera (100%)

Type  Sparkling

Style  Fizz

Oaked Style  Unoaked

Body Style  Medium bodied

Sustainable  Yes-certified sustainable

Dry/Sweet Style  Off dry

Alcohol Content  11.5%

Closure Style  Cork

Organic/Biodynamic  No

Allergens
 
Milk:  No

Egg:  No

Vegetarian/Vegan
 
Vegetarian:  Yes

Vegan:  Yes


